Multi Flow
Modular HydroGardening System

· Ebb and Flow Design
· Large 2 Gallon Growing Containers
· Mobile Plant Sites
· Expandable Up To 48 Pots
· Durable UV Resistant Plastic
· Electronic Float Controller
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The original Multi Flow Hydroponic System,
manufactured by Greentrees Hydroponics
since 1992.
The Multi Flow System is an ebb & flow type hydroponic
system that uses gravity as its major source of moving water
through the system. The brain of this system is a controller unit
assembly which consists of a 3.5 gallon container, with a timer,
relay box mounted on the side, and float switches mounted
inside of it to control the level of water in the system automatically. Each timer pin on the controller has a duration of 15
minutes which allows for better control over watering cycles.
Each pin pushed down on the timer will water the system for 15
minutes. Because this system is an ebb & flow system, as the water is drained out it actually pulls oxygen down to the
roots.
So how does this system actually work, you ask. Well its actually very simple. First of all you must layout all of the
pots and set them up on a level surface. Then connect the pots together using various fittings and tubing (included).
Once you have done this you plug the power cord of the pump in the reservoir into the controller unit and set your
watering times. When the timer reaches the watering time you have selected, the pump turns on inside the reservoir
pumping nutrient solution into the controller unit. This will continue pumping into the controller while gravity is then
pushing the water out to the other pots. Once the desired watering level is reached the float switches will then cut the
power to the pump in the reservoir. As long as the timer is on the system will maintain this watering level. Once the timer
turns off, the pump inside the controller is engaged and the nutrient solution is then pumped back into the reservoir. This
will continue until the water level reaches the preset drain depth then the pump will be turned off. Since the pumps are
only pumping a short distance, to and from the reservoir, wear and tear is greatly reduced and will ensure that your
pumps last for a long time.
The two gallon pots used in the Multi Flow allow your plants to grow strong and tall while giving them a spacious
container to produce a large root structure. The two gallon growing containers actually sit inside of other two gallon pots
which serve as the watering cells. So, all the growing containers can be pulled out and moved around according to plant
growth. You are not stuck trying to re-layout the system and cut new tubing or relocate a bunch of drippers, all you do is
pull the plant and growing container out and move it to a new location. It couldnt be any easier to move your smaller
plants directly under the lights and move your larger plants out to the perimeter of the room to promote uniform growth
throughout the grow room. Versatility is the key word when describing the Multi Flow. It is easily expanded to a
system consisting of up to 48 pots available with the 6 add on pot expansion.

Systems Available:

Dimensions:

12 Pot Multi Flow
24 Pot Multi Flow
36 Pot Multi Flow
48 Pot Multi Flow

Controller Unit
55 Gallon Reservoir
Pots

16 diameter 11-1/2 tall
24 diameter 36 tall
9-1/2 diameter 11 tall

All Systems Include:
· Multi Flow Controller Unit
· Clay Aggregate Growing Media

· Growing Containers
· Tubing, Fittings and pumps

· Reservoir

